We recently introduced a new method for Sparse matrix storage[1] which will considerably reduce the storage space by storing only nonzero elements along with the weight of each row(or column) and the number of rows(or column). This paper discusses two algorithms, SMDC Algorithm to convert a sparse matrix into decimal coding format and Reverse SMDC Algorithm to convert a decimally coded matrix back into the normal sparse matrix format. SMDC is a space optimized storage method for storing sparse matrices. It can store a sparse matrix with m rows and n columns and nnz nonzero elements, with smaller (m or n) + nnz +1 storage space, which is very much space efficient storage compared to most of the sparse matrix storage methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Sparse matrix storage is a very important area of mathematics and computer science. Sparse matrices are matrices with a considerable number of zero value elements and the storage methods mainly developed to reduce storage space [8] by storing information only related to nonzero elements. Most of such methods used in optimizing data storage size, perform data processing, increasing computation performance etc in computer science [3] [4] [5] .
The basic idea of sparse matrix storage is to store only nonzero elements in memory with its address (positions) and avoid zero elements to reduce memory space [7] [8] . So, if N is the number of nonzero elements in a sparse matrix, V will be an array of nonzero elements and R will be the row reference array which will be stored the raw reference and C will be the column reference array which will be containing column reference. So in the normal method, if N is the number of nonzero elements, 3N will be the storage space needed to store the matrix. By getting the nonzero values and references, we can regenerate the sparse matrix anytime in need. We are able to do basic matrix operations also by using the values stored in memory.
There are dozens of sparse matrix storage methods used in the industry according to the situations. few applications need time efficient storage methods and few will need space efficient methods, storage methods are selected according to the purpose and applications [5] [2] [6] .
Here, we discuss the algorithms used to convert the sparse matrix into decimal coded representation and the decimally coded representation back into the sparse matrix. We already proposed the method in the previous paper which found more efficient in memory utilization. Most of the test cases show considerably less memory space to store a sparse matrix by using this method instead of using conventional methods. Moreover sparse matrices, we tried the method with a slight modification for a normal dense matrix which is having any particular non-zero element repeating instead of zero, and we were able to store that matrix too with considerably reduced storage space. The same method can be applied for storing a dense matrix but the only difference is that we have to consider repeated value too instead of zero in the system and it will consume one more storage space. Then the total memory space used to store a dense matrix will be small(m / n) + nnr +2, where m is the number of rows, n is the number of columns and nnr is the number of elements other than the repeated most repeated element.
II. METHOD
Consider a m x n sparse matrix A a11 a12 a13 ……. a1n a21 a22 a23 ……. a2n a31 a32 a33 ……. 
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Where m is the number of rows and n is the number of columns and nnz is the number of nonzero elements in the matrix A. The sparse matrix A can be represented as two one dimensional arrays P, V as follows. Array P stores the horizontal/vertical weight of each row/column. The first position of P will be stored with the number of row/column of the given matrix A. Its needed to store the number of row/column to understand the actual number and any one of the above we can identify from the number of weights.
Array V stores all nonzero elements in the given matrix A in row/column major order.
III. WEIGHT CALCULATION
Consider row major weight calculation, let the number of columns, n be 4. We take the first row r1=[a11 a12 a13 a14] where a11, a12, a14 are zeros and a13 is a nonzero element. Then we consider the nonzero element as 1. So the row r1 will be [0 0 1 0], we consider this row as a binary number with four bits and convert it to decimal equivalent Hence the weight of the row will be 2 in decimal value from the above example. The decimal value represents the entire row and we will be able to convert it to binary and to create the actual row by replacing 1s with actual numbers stored in the array V. For calculating weight in column major, we have to do the same procedure with each column in the matrix.
Let m be 4
We take the first column c1= [a11 a21 a31 a41] where a11, a31, a41 are zeros and a21 is a nonzero element.
Then we consider the nonzero element as 1. So the row c1 will be [0 1 0 0], we consider it as a binary number and convert it to decimal equivalent as we done in the row major weight calculation. Hence the weight of the column will be 4 in decimal value for the given example. The decimal value represents the entire column and we will be able to convert it to binary and to create the actual row by replacing 1s with actual numbers stored in the array V. We can save space by selecting smallest from the number of rows and number of columns. If the matrix has 10 rows and 3 columns, it is better to select row major as P will be having only 3 elements and another value to store the number of columns.
IV. SMDC ALGORITHM
The SMDC algorithm can be easily constructed by two simple iterations through row elements and column elements. if the element is zero, just avoid the element, if it is a nonzero element, push the element to the value array V. After the iteration, the size of the array V will be the number of nonzero elements in the matrix. Let A be an m x n matrix with nnz non-zero elements. Let V be a value array which stores non-zero values and P is an array to store weight of each row or column. The first element of P will be the number of rows or columns according to the weight calculation method selected. Here we have selected row major weight calculation method and we can also implement color major algorithm with minor differences. We need to initialise two Arrays V and P which will hold non-zero elements and weight of each row. We are traversing through each and every cell in the matrix using two loops. On each cell, we are checking the value whether it is zero or not. If it is a non-zero element, we store it in value array V, and the non-zero elements of the matrix A will be replaced by 1. By finishing the process, V will be holding all nonzero elements and the matrix A will be having only zeros and ones as cell values.
PUSH Number of Column to P [1] FOR i = 1 TO m FOR j= n TO 1 STEP -1
Next step is the Store number of columns in the first position of array P, this will help to reconstruct the Sparse Matrix. Other cells of P will be filled with the weight of each column. Weight can be calculated by two nested loops which will parse through each element in the matrix A and cover the binary sequence to Decimal using normal binary to decimal conversion method.
Decimally coded matrix will be stored in arrays V, P, where V contains non-zero values and P is the position matrix, which contains weights where each value represents the weight of the row. The first value in the array P will be the number of columns.
V. REVERSE SMDC ALGORITHM
Reverse SMDC Algorithm is used to convert a decimally coded matrix to its original sparse matrix format. Here, we scan through each and every element in P, the first element will be treated as the number of row and rest of the elements are decimal values of positional weights. After converting each decimal value into an n-bit binary number, a new matrix of size m x n will be created and the binary values act as the m rows of the matrix. Then we replace each binary 1 with values of the array V. By repeating this process till the last decimal value in P, the original Sparse matrix A can be constructed.
Here, we are initialising matrix A to store Sparse matrix constructed using the given decimally coded matrix in the form of value array V and positional weights of rows in array P. We are aware that first element of P is holding the number of columns in the sparse matrix. So we copy the first element of P, P [1] to n. The number of rows will be the (size of P) -1. By using two nested loops up to the number of rows and columns, we create the matrix with zeros and ones as the first step. Each value stored in P will be converted into binary format and it will be stored in the matrix. Now we know positions of nonzero values as they holding one and other cells holding zero. By parsing through each and every cell of the created matrix with zeros and ones, we replace all ones with nonzero values in value array V.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The algorithm is implemented using computer environment and different sparse matrices are tested in both row major and column major scenarios. Sparse matrices with different size and cell values are tested and both SMDC and Reverse SMDC algorithms are working smoothly. Tried basic matrix operations like addition, subtraction, transpose etc with the Decimally coded matrix and the results are obtained.
